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Rector's Message 
Dear St. Paul’s Community, 

What a year we have had!  Last year in my very first Vestry report as your Rector I wrote about 
adapting to COVID rather than simply waiting for the pandemic to be over. By the grace of God 
and the hard work of the congregation and staff, we have been able to carefully resume many 
of our in-person ministries and worship services, while maintaining our livestreaming and other 
online options. This represents our historic and ongoing commitment to being a church that, in 
the words of Richard Meux Benson, the founder of the Cowley Fathers, “finds new ways of doing 
old things.”  The pandemic has given us a fantastic opportunity, painful though it has been, to 
remind ourselves of the “old things” that must not change here (the gospel of Jesus Christ) and 
explore the “new ways” God is giving us to share that gospel.  

Wanting to find new ways of doing old things, we began, with the assistance of the Diocese of 
Toronto, a Mission Planning Process. In March and April nearly 100 members of our 
congregation engaged over Zoom with consultants from our Diocese, and sessions were also 
held with the staff and the Board of Trustees. After sifting through all the feedback, the 
Diocesan consultants worked and prayed with the Trustees to discern the top four areas for 
development of ministry for the next two years. Alongside all our other ongoing ministry, such 
as Alpha, children and youth ministry, and sponsoring refugees to name a few, we will be focusing 
for the next two years on 1) refreshing and expanding our Connect Groups, 2) rebooting 
strategically relevant events and programs, 3) developing a long-term plan for leading-edge 
online church and 4) looking at how we develop leadership in our congregation, including the 
Ministry Apprenticeship Program. This is ambitious and reflects our belief in the power of the 
Holy Spirit, and the giftedness of our congregation. 

None of these plans will be possible unless we continue to grow in our spiritual lives as a 
community. Mindful of how diverse our congregation is, we decided to spend a year preaching 
“the basics.”  We spent almost 6 months preaching through the E100 (Essential 100 passages of 
Scripture) with many of our Connect Groups following along. This summer we unpacked the 
Apostles Creed together and are about to begin a new series looking at what it means to have a 
Rhythm of Life. Learning how to follow Jesus in our global city, we need to be nourished by the 
ancient spiritual habits that have sustained Christians for centuries. This rhythm of life, which is 
becoming the spiritual backbone of our diverse community, consists of 5 core practices: 
worship, study and prayer, service, generosity, and faithful living.  

Due to the massive disruption of the pandemic, in many respects we are a new church, albeit 
with a 180-year history and wonderful resources, that God is slowly building. I frequently remind 
our staff team to not compare ourselves to the pre-pandemic St. Paul’s, as that church is gone, 
and we are building a new congregation for a new and changing context. New people continue to 
join our community, with an encouraging number of them being young adults who live 
downtown. More time and energy is being poured into expanding this ministry to young adults 
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and we believe this is an important way God is laying the path for planting a new church at  
St. George by the Grange in the coming years.  

This past year has also brought staff transitions; last September our very own Ian Koiter was 
appointed as Music Director (Contemporary). He has used his ability to create a style of 
contemporary music for our 9:30am service that has filled our building with new sounds. Ian has 
decided to focus entirely on music ministry and stepped down as our youth minister at the end of 
August. Dylan Ziegler, who was our Assistant Youth Minister, has taken over the Youth Minister 
role. On May 1st the Rev. Ben Tshin was ordained by Bishop Asbil and joined our Clergy team on 
June 1st. Ben restarted our ESL Café ministry this fall and is also leading our Alpha ministry going 
forward. Kevin Resaul is our new Property Manager, caring for our beautiful building. Beril 
Karasahin joined our team as Events Coordinator and has been welcoming groups back into the 
building for much needed rental income. In June, Hilary Wilson left her role as Executive 
Assistant moving back to her hometown of Hamilton and we welcomed Samantha Indrakumaran 
to the team to take over this role. In August this year, the Rev. John Oakes was appointed 
Honorary Assistant and will work alongside the Rev. Steve Shaw in giving leadership to our 
Seniors Ministry.   

To reflect our continuing adaption to the world that COVID is giving us, our new website and 
branding was launched on September 8th 2022. Our team worked with an agency based in 
Vancouver called Color’s & Shapes. Our diverse community is well represented on the site, and 
we focused equally on our contemporary and classic services as well as our in-person and online 
services and ministries. Our YouTube subscribers have more than doubled in the past year and 
we are aware of what a blessing our livestreaming is to 100’s of people. 

I am deeply indebted to the Board of Trustees, and to Sarah Brandon and Joy Fitzgibbon our 
Wardens, for their prayers, oversight, advice, and encouragement. By the grace of God our staff 
team has begun to gel well, after lots of transition during the past 4 years, and it is a privilege to 
serve Jesus Christ alongside them.  

As I write this, I am encouraged by how our community is responding with wonderful generosity 
to the refugee crisis, to see new people joining us every week in worship and welcoming back 
people who we haven’t seen in several years - I could go on. Last year in my Charge to Vestry  
I wrote that ships were not meant to stay in port, as tempting as that may be. St. Paul’s Bloor 
Street is a new ship, with a 180-year history, that the Holy Spirit continues to call out on to the 
open seas of mission in our city. What I am most encouraged by is that the Holy Spirit still 
chooses to use us, shaping the hearts and minds of our diverse community to willingly follow. 
Thanks be to God! 

Peace, 

 
Bishop Jenny Andison 
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Board of Trustees 
“Being confident of this, that He Who began a good work in you will carry it on to completion  

until the day of Christ Jesus.” (Philippians 1:6) 

As we continue in a time of global and social change, we are grateful and amazed at the many ways 
the Lord is blessing and guiding our community for his great purposes. 

This year provided new opportunities and challenges as we returned to in-person worship while 
continuing to provide an opportunity for online worship at both our 9:30 and 11:00 am services. We 
have been encouraged by those who have chosen to return to in-person worship, including the new 
people joining us weekly who have not previously attended SPBS. The realities of the continuing 
pandemic also mean that others of our congregation do not have the privilege of returning in person 
at this time, but we are so pleased that they continue to worship with us online. 

 Indeed, we are so grateful for the opportunity we have to provide these hybrid worship options. We 
are discovering our services are reaching people in our local communities and across the globe, 
providing new and vibrant opportunities for ministry.  

As a board, we’ve been reflecting on the new things God is doing in the midst of this pandemic. As in 
so many areas of our lives at the moment, we’re adjusting to new normals in our homes, places of 
work, places of study, and so too in our places of worship. We are presented with a divine 
opportunity to explore the new ways that God is providing for us to both share his gospel and to love 
our neighbour in both word and deed. The trustees have prayerfully considered how we may live out 
this calling when approaching many of our board activities this year.  

In early spring, the trustees engaged in a consultative mission planning process with Bishop Jenny, 
the SPBS Ministry team, and many members of the congregation. We identified four key areas for 
ministry development over the next two years, alongside our other ongoing areas of ministry: Our 
Connect Groups; our online church; the re-booting of strategically relevant events and programs; 
and building leadership skills in our congregation, including the Ministry Apprenticeship Program, 
whose launch funding was raised as part of our 2015 Above and Beyond Campaign. 

Throughout the past year, we’ve continued to support and stay connected through regular updates 
and prayer with the St. George by the Grange board. We are encouraged by the increasing number 
of young adults living downtown who are joining our community and sense the Lord at work, 
preparing a way for expanded and strategic ministry possibilities in this church planting opportunity.   

The Parker Endowment for Ministry Development, to support lay and ordained members of our 
parish seeking to embark upon new training or ministry initiatives, was established in honour of the 
Rev. Canon Dr. Barry Parker, who retired as Rector of St. Paul’s Bloor Street in 2021 after 23 years of 
faithful service. Thanks to very generous donors, we have moved forward with a new governance 
process and will soon be sending out a call for proposals. 

As we seek to support a diverse community with new people joining us both in-person and online,  
we are looking forward to diving deeper into what it means to follow our spiritual Rhythm of Life.  
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We pray the coming season’s sermon series deepens our understanding of the sustaining core 
practices of worship, study and prayer, generosity and faithful living. 

In spring 2022, the Board bid farewell to Mark Hemingway, who accepted a call to serve as Vice-
Chancellor with the Diocese of Toronto. The 2021-2022 Board consisted of Joy Fitzgibbon 
(Rector’s Warden), Sarah Brandon (People’s Warden), Beng Wee (Treasurer), Abodya Byatanga, 
Lisa Milligan, Marci Prescott-Brown, Mark Hemingway and Winville Larcher. 

This year has been a challenging time of reset for all of us. As trustees, it continues to be an honour 
and privilege to serve St. Paul’s. We are grateful for Bishop Jenny’s faithful and discerning leadership 
as she builds a ministry team for this next stage in the life of our community. We are inspired by the 
many opportunities for new or renewed forms of ministry in front of us. We look forward to what the 
Lord has in store for our church, our community, and each one of us as we trust Him, confident that 
he will continue his good work in us. 

 

Respectfully submitted by  
Sarah Brandon, People's Warden and Joy Fitzgibbon, Rector's Warden 
On behalf of the Board of Trustees 

 

Chancel Guild 
2021 was a difficult year as we all adapted to life with COVID. 

The return to in-person worship in August was a joy, but it provided its own special challenges for 
the Chancel Guild. With an aging membership, it has become difficult to staff and serve as we 
would like. So far, thanks to a central cadre of stalwart members, we have been able to continue 
our ministry: preparing the altars for services and cleaning up afterwards; and laundering the 
soiled linen. 

We have also been able to arrange flowers when requested and decorate the church for special 
events, such as Christmas and Easter. 

I am grateful to all those who have worked so hard to make this possible. We are excited to have 
received the interest of 6 new members for our Chancel Guild and we will be working with the 
Rev. Ben Tshin to train these new women and men. We are grateful to God that we can beautify 
the church for worship and are glad for Bishop Jenny’s support of our ministry. 
 

Araminta Wordsworth 
Interim president, St. Paul’s Chancel Guild 
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Children’s Ministry 
For the Lamb at the centre of the throne will be their shepherd;  

“he will lead them to springs of living water.”  (Revelation 7:17a) 

The 2021-22 ministry year was marked by persistence, patience, and creativity. In July 2021, we 
continued with our online Children’s Ministry as we prepared for our first in-person gatherings in 
August. Everything was new as we looked for creative ways to safely connect with the children 
and share our love of Jesus. 

By the fall, we had a steady rhythm in the large Cody Hall space, and our excellent teaching 
materials served well in our modified program. Our fall highlights included a dress-up day in 
October, and our musical pageant presentation in December. We welcomed many families at our 
Christmas Eve family service. 

January 2022 brought video ministry back through another month of lock-down. From February 
onwards, we have remained open and offered weekly in-person ministry at both 9:30 am &  
11:00 am. We returned to our upstairs Cody Hall spaces and were delighted to open the Nursery 
in April. 

Bishop Jenny Andison joined me in leading ‘Faith at Home’ in February, a well-received online 
course to help parents encourage faith in their children. 

We began the Easter season by mailing a Lent Activity Calendar to our family community. 
Families gathered on a Saturday morning in March to make living resurrection gardens together. 
It was a fun opportunity to connect in a relaxed atmosphere.  

On Good Friday, the children attended part of the worship service and then joined the youth for 
‘Discover Good Friday’. The Youth did a wonderful job of sharing the Easter story. Easter Day 
was a celebration with Easter bags for the children, and an egg hunt after each service. 

The children have joined their families for communion each month and we had an excellent  
‘Instructed Eucharist’ with our children and youth in May. It was a great opportunity for the 
children to get up close to watch and learn about communion. We finished the year with a 
‘Summer Buckets of Fun’ mailing with summer activity suggestions and devotional materials. 

We give thanks for the many Children’s Ministry volunteers who have returned to serve or have 
joined the team. Linda Deramaix continues to serve faithfully in her Children’s Ministry Assistant 
role supporting our teaching and activities. We are very grateful for Clara-Maria Thaut and Laura 
Fullerton who have cared for our Nursery children in this turbulent season. 

We have been so blessed by many of our families returning to church and we have welcomed  
15 new families this year. We pray that our ministry will continue to grow and be fruitful as we seek 
to faithfully serve the Lord. 

 
Janet Earle 
Children’s Minister 
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Classical Music Ministry 
2021-2022 has been a year of many transitions, with a two-steps-forward one-step-back-with-
a-pirouette ricochet of COVID regulations in the autumn and winter, and the steady return and 
rebuilding of the St. Paul’s Choir into its new post-COVID self. After facing every eventuality in 
re-establishing the 11:00 choir and, by the grace of God, it triumphed in putting together some 
very beautiful music. 

Prior to reopening for public worship August 14, the choir had been meeting on Sunday mornings 
to record the service. In September, four soloists met every Sunday, but only one was allowed to 
sing at a time due to COVID protocols. Thanks to the stalwart team, and some rather rapid 
footwork in programming, things were kept going until October 17 when we were suddenly 
allowed to sing together. We had attendance caps and social distancing; Choir President Craig 
Truscott and Parish Nurse Nancy Truscott teamed up to work out a safely distanced layout.  
It was hard to sing so far apart from each, but we were so grateful to have such a wonderful large 
chancel to sing in.  

Remembrance Day was celebrated in full, though it seemed oddly quiet without congregational 
singing allowed. Nevertheless, the splendour and ceremony of music to remember those who 
gave their lives for our freedom rang out. 

On Advent Sunday, November 28, we premiered a new service of Lessons and Carols in the 
afternoon in collaboration with our Contemporary counterparts. It was thrilling fun to work 
together; the service was well attended, joyous and seriously worshipful. This was the first 
Sunday that hymnody was allowed to return to congregations, and so we sang “Lo he comes with 
clouds descending” with especial vigour and aplomb. Advent continued apace with the annual 
Lessons and Carols in the Advent IV service, an exciting occasion. 

Omicron brought the next major challenge; the fast spread of disease and collective uncertainty 
about safety meant Christmas was quite sparse, and shortly after we closed for public worship. 
We said farewell at this time to our soprano lead, Gabrielle Turgeon, who went on to audition for 
graduate programmes.   

Fortunately for the choir, we were still allowed to meet and livestream Sunday services and were 
ready when worshippers returned in February. A combined contemporary-classical service of 
worship for Ash Wednesday was solemnly beautiful, with volunteers showing their mettle on the 
Allegri Miserere; as doors opened and weather improved, our momentum picked up toward 
Easter. We had the great good fortune to have Peter Krasinski, the international touring artist, 
play organ for our Palm Sunday and Holy Week services, including a new experience, The Life of 
Christ in Music and Image. In the latter the artist used photos of stained glass to explore Jesus’ 
life, and composed a score on the spot at our fabulous Blackstock organ. The evening is on our 
YouTube channel for livestreaming and I commend it to you. 

Also with us during Holy Week was another international concert artist, Katelyn Emerson, who 
brought her skill and flair to Easter services, also available on our YouTube. We were finally able 
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to have the True North Brass and Timpani join us, and the choir was back in numbers, so Easter 
Day was bright with joy! Easter Lessons and Carols, the following week, was a joyous success and 
the last regular service for our superb tenor Tonatiuh Abrego, who has gone on to continue his 
singing career. The months of May and June were happy and relatively straightforward as the 
choir began to rehearse for the full time of 2.5 hours as we were finally allowed by the Diocese of 
Toronto. We sang a number of old Anglican classics, a number of new pieces, discovered some 
forgotten gems, and enjoyed company, fellowship, and as always enthusiastic support from the 
St. Paul’s congregation.  

At this time, we welcomed aboard our new organ scholar, Ying Quan, who also bears the 
distinction of being the first woman organ scholar in the history of St. Paul’s Bloor Street! Ying 
has fast proved an able and cheery member of the team. We welcomed Gwenna Fairchild-Taylor 
and Ryan Downey as new professional leads and enjoyed cake and celebration thanks to our own 
Varlo Dwyer. Choral apprentices Michael Denomme and Matthew Black joined to aid with 
rehearsals and some Sunday morning singing.  

We entered the summer on a high, singing well and ready to relax into summer choir which has 
been well-attended with rehearsals only on Sunday mornings. I continue to be thankful for our 
team of section leaders/soloists, for our helpful and supportive clergy and staff teams, for the 
support of St. Paul’s parishioners, and for the legacy of this beautiful building and organ. Both 
building and organ had their hundredth birthdays pass in the last few years, and while they are 
aging, they are doing so with some grace and beauty. 

We are most especially thankful for the generosity with which St. Paul’s congregation supports 
the classical music programme with gifts of time, talent, and heart; your singing, your smiles, and 
your compliments carry us mentally, and your donations continue to support us physically.  
Thank you. 

Our classical music ministry is part of the long tradition of St. Paul’s Bloor Street and of the 
Anglican church; when Elizabeth I gave permission for an anthem to be sung at “before or after” 
the Service of the Word along with psalms and canticles, she established a then-new pattern for 
congregational music making which continues today, maintaining a balance between spoken and 
sung worship. We sing anthems so the parish has space to meditate on scripture and the action 
of God’s word; and hymns which bind us together with enthusiastic, simple melodies while 
deepening our relationship to the Word shown in the day’s chosen lessons. Much of our music is 
old, some of it new, all of it to God’s glory and in service of God’s people. 

Thank you all for the chance to worship with you.   

 
Joshua Anand Slater 
Director, Classical Music 
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Contemporary Music Ministry 
Since the return of a dedicated contemporary worship service in the fall of 2021, the focus of the 
contemporary music ministry has been (re)building routines and repertoire, as well as negotiating 
realities affected by changing pandemic restrictions, such as masking, access to the St. Paul’s 
facility, and number of vocalists — it wasn’t until late 2021 we were even allowed to encourage 
congregation singing! Yet, despite the challenges, we have been able to establish a consistent 
offering of quality contemporary worship.  

We have a team of dedicated adult volunteers, including Philippe Carrière, Lisa Milligan, Luke So, 
and Sophia Thaut, as well as such talented youth as Noah Smid, Jeush Stanly, Clara Thaut, Sarah 
Wee, Victoria Williams, and Raheem Yeates. Huge thanks are due to the professional musicians 
who lead our congregation with their gifts, especially vocalists Jenna Cowans, Danielle Knibbe, 
Silvia Li, Jane Mathews, and Amber Bowman, as well as instrumentalists Miles Gibbons, Jeremy 
Hector, and Jay Yoo. Special mention must go out to Ewen Farncombe, our pianist who, week in 
and week out, blesses our worship with beautiful and skilled musicianship. 

The past year saw new collaborations between the contemporary and traditional music 
ministries, most notably a new evening Advent Lessons & Carols, as well as combined services 
over Christmastide, on Ash Wednesday, Maundy Thursday, and Good Friday.  

Rarely observed and appreciated are the challenges posed to a contemporary musical worship 
by such a huge and imposing traditional space as the St. Paul’s sanctuary. It is not a room built for 
the syncopated rhythms of modern music, for electronic instruments, drums, or bass, and so our 
contemporary music depends as much on the skill of Doug Romanow, Christian Hegele and the 
entire Creative Arts Team as it does on our musicians. Throughout the year, we have worked 
closely with Doug and Christian to help create as full and rich a musical experience as possible. 
We have brought in a new, invaluable in-ear monitoring system, new microphones, and devoted 
countless hours to learning and exploring the possibilities afforded by the recent Sight & Sound 
project.  

We are grateful to the congregation who, along with leadership from our board of directors and 
our rector, which offers substantial investment and constant encouragement for our ministry. In 
all these things, we give thanks to God, who has seen fit to bless us with a season of growth and 
strengthening. We continue to pray that God, through the Spirit,  will use our musical offering to 
bless us, our congregation, online and in person, and our city, to glory of God's name and the 
building up of Christ's church. 
 

Ian Koiter 
Youth Minister & Director of Music (Contemporary)   
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Evangelism and Formation Ministries 
Preaching is one of the main formation vehicles for the congregation, and our teaching series in 
2021-2022 were intentionally geared toward a parish re-emerging from COVID and starting 
fresh. With an attention to fundamentals and getting back to basics, we began with the person of 
Jesus, did a deep dive into the history of salvation across scripture, and culminated in the 
essential credal summary of belief (“This is Jesus” [Gospel of Mark, fall 2021]; “The Story of 
Everything” [Genesis to Revelation, using texts from E100, winter/spring 2022]; “What if it’s 
True?” [The Apostles’ Creed, summer 2022]).  

Connect Groups continued to be the primary source of interpersonal fellowship for SPBS 
members during the transition out of COVID lockdown, and we are blessed to have had this 
group architecture going into the pandemic—it sustained many people through a painful period 
of isolation. Some groups resumed in-person meeting in 2021-2022, though many remained 
online or went into a hybrid model, with regular Zoom meetings and occasional in-person get-
togethers. We had a one-day Connect Group leaders’ retreat at St. George by the Grange in 
October 2021, which focused on the spiritual nourishment of leaders. In 2021 one group 
disbanded (Coulter) and four groups began (U of T, Begin Again, E100, and Young Families).  
We are in a season of rebuilding Connect Groups and this will be a priority for 2022, with a more 
substantive leaders’ retreat in October and an emphasis on developing new groups, consistently 
articulating the importance of group membership to the congregation, and streamlining the 
process for finding/joining a group. 

Alpha continues to be our primary evangelistic offering to newcomers wishing to learn more 
about Christianity and what it means to follow Jesus. We offered the Alpha course in fall 2021 and 
spring 2022. The fall course had approximately 40 guests and the spring course had 32 guests. 
Both sessions were evenly split between spiritual seekers/newcomers to the faith and 
committed Christians seeking to refresh their faith. Among the former group, Alpha served as 
the baptismal preparation for several candidates who were subsequently baptized in November 
2021 and June 2022. Both sessions were online due to COVID restrictions, but we were able to 
conduct the Day Away (a retreat day focused on the Holy Spirit, held about eight weeks into the 
program) in person. In the fall, we joined several other Anglican churches’ Alpha programs to do 
a joint Day Away, held at St. George by the Grange. In the spring, we held the retreat at St. Paul’s 
Bloor Street, and it was lovely to be in our own space. God was abundantly present throughout all 
of this.  

In this transition year of re-opening, we improved the working relationship between church staff 
and the Alpha Leadership Team (ALT), a committed—and indispensable—group of lay members 
who help plan and execute the sessions. The Alpha ministry also depends upon the generous 
offering of time and gifting from the capable hosts and helpers who held space for conversation 
in nine discussion groups over the fall and spring; the technology volunteers (our “switchboard 
operators”) who made the Zoom meetings possible; and the prayer team, led by Maggie Norman 
and supported by Dave Addison, who compiled the weekly prayer needs and requests. At the 
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end of the spring 2022 Alpha, the Alpha portfolio was passed into the capable hands of  
the Rev. Deacon Ben Tshin for future sessions. 

After clearing the COVID backlog of baptism requests through a slate of special services during 
lockdown in June 2021, we have resumed our normal pattern of 2-3 baptisms per year, with the 
primary services in November and June. By the grace of God, we baptized 30 people in 2021-
2022: 19 infants and 11 under their own profession of faith (adults and older children). We have 
been working on our baptismal preparation process for adults and parents, and for 2022 we will 
integrate both into a single preparation course, “Turning to Christ”, in place of Alpha and 
Stepping into Faith. Gratitude is due to Janet Earle and other members of the operations staff 
for the significant administrative and pastoral lift required to process and plan our baptism 
services. 

We had three adults come forward for confirmation/reception in May, and as preparation for 
this we conducted a month-long adult confirmation course using Winfield Bevins’ Simply 
Anglican. 

After a long COVID drought, weddings resumed in earnest at SPBS in 2021-2022, with five 
couples marrying. We also conducted three “blessings of an existing civil marriage”, an otherwise 
rather unusual rite that we used to bless civil marriages done under limited circumstances during 
the pandemic. We offered two online sessions of the Pre-Marriage Course, with an in-person 
group dinner at the beginning/end. Thirteen couples participated, including many from other 
churches who were grateful for this offering. We also held an online Marriage Course in January 
2022 which was well received.  

Thanks to the generous leadership of George and Paula Hanus, we were able to offer the  
CAP Money Course in June for six participants. This course continues to be transformative for 
participants and is an especially effective complement to our other programs ministering to 
individuals going through painful life transitions, which may have a financial element (e.g. 
GriefShare and Divorce Care). 

Finally, our Young Adults (20s-30s) group continues to grow at an extraordinary rate, with the 
list reaching 100 members at the end of 2021-2022. We offer twice-monthly gatherings for social 
interaction and faith formation, which usually draw 12-20 participants. We tried a midday Zoom 
Bible study in fall 2021 but abandoned this at the end of the year due to lack of participation. Two 
events in spring 2022 were especially successful: a potluck sharing food from our members’ 
diverse countries, and a garden party at Bishop Jenny’s house which drew 60 people.  

It has been a great privilege to have a front-row seat to see God’s faithfulness: in sustaining the 
St. Paul’s congregation through the pandemic in the ministry of Connect Groups, and in growing 
the congregation through Alpha, new baptisms, and the huge increase in young adults.  
 

(The Rev.) Tyler Wigg-Stevenson 
Associate Priest 
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Health Ministry  

“Just as our pupils dilate to let more light in, prayer adjusts our eyes to see God in the darkness.” 
Tish Harrison Warren, Prayer in the Night. 

2021-2022 has been a year of transition as we enter reopening practices following Diocese 
guidelines for in person community worship and fellowship. New methods in fall 2022 will be 
adopted to provide Health Ministry hybrid series (Zoom participants and in person participants 
simultaneously at church).  Interest in Zoom meetings has diminished by fall 2022 and in person 
DivorceCare and GriefShare series are being reintroduced in the fall of 2022. 

In summary, though from August 2021 to August 2022, we offered three full on line GriefShare 
series, totally 25 participants in the past year. Additionally, we offered GriefShare “Surviving the 
Holidays” online twice in December 2021 with 19 people registered. In May 2022 we had 4 people 
sign up for a short video on complications of grieving during COVID. 

The DivorceCare series was offered on line three times in the year with 25 people registered. A 
DivorceCare “Surviving the Holidays” video was offered in December 2021 and 11 people joined. 

These two mainstay Health Ministry activities include Vanessa Curci, Kate Prichard, Jannie 
DeGroot, Erin Logan, Karen Kennedy, Lisa Milligan and Monique Mueller as group leaders. Both 
series are gospel based, encouraging people to study the Bible messages of hope, reconciliation 
with God and circumstances and recovery. Jesus as Lord is covered in both series but done 
respectfully given that every faith has been represented in our participants. Everyone is 
welcome! 

As we are comforted, we strive to comfort others in a confidential church environment. 

In addition to coordinating these outreach series, the parish nurse continues to offer individuals, 
usually parishioners, assistance to navigate the health care system. Sometimes the assistance is 
given to family members, people with attorney responsibilities, and directly with parishioners. 
The nurse has visited individuals at home in their long term care home, retirement home and 
supportive housing. Assistance by telephone and email has provided much ease for 
communication. The nursing intervention is almost always short term as short term goals are 
established and reached. 

God delivers to group leaders in Health Ministry the privilege to introduce Him to those suffering 
and seeking new meaning in life. 
 

Nancy Truscott 
Parish Nurse 
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Online Ministry 
August 2021 saw the transition from pre-recorded services (weekly segments that were 
previously video recorded, edited and compiled) to our first ever livestreams for both 
contemporary and classic services. This required a massive learning curve for the Creative Arts 
Team, our young volunteers and staff, who implemented a complete new workflow. They 
learned on-the-job camera control, video feed switching, live text-to-screen (ProPresenter) 
operation and music mixing. Every one of these skills is required to deliver a high quality 
broadcast of our worship. I am deeply grateful to the consistent commitment and growth 
mindset of Christian Hegele, Liz So, Kinah Lambie and Ree Andrews, as well as our many 
volunteers, especially Matt Scott and Kendall Fullerton. It takes a team of no less than five to 
broadcast each week. The team is currently being trained to provide audio and video recording 
and livestreaming services for several upcoming external events as well, creating additional 
revenue opportunities for SPBS. 

2021-2022 was an opportunity to learn the best ways to utilize our new Sight and Sound system, 
and to begin to create a workflow that navigated system quirks and failures, upgrades and team 
absences due to COVID illnesses (mine included!). While we have enjoyed over 100+ high quality, 
virtually uninterrupted livestreams, we have discovered several limitations in the system that 
require our attention. Plans to move the media room out of the Choir room to room 7 are 
pending, allocating all space back to choir and music directors. This move will also allow the 
creation of a proper mix environment for broadcast and client presentations. Further upgrades 
are necessary, including upgrading our video switcher, adding several missing cameras and 
microphones to cover in key dead spots within the nave. These upgrades and the competitive 
demands of professional broadcast will require an ongoing commitment from St Paul’s in terms 
of both staff and financial resources. I look forward to positioning SPBS as the obvious venue for 
downtown church and music events.  

The Creative Arts Team begins each Sunday with prayer, thanking God for his care each week 
and offering our time and service to bless those we connect with each week, including our team, 
staff, online viewers and our in-person congregation. It’s been a blessing to see these young 
adults step into service roles where they are able to put agency to their faith. We regularly have 
conversations about the services, the sermons and the music and how faith in Christ impacts 
their school, work and relationships. 

 
Douglas Romanow 
Creative Arts Manager 
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Operations 

As it was with the entire world, the Operations team was dealing with the COVID Pandemic and 
the impacts of it this past 2021 - 2022 year. Mandates by the Diocese of Toronto required 
vigilance on the part of the entire team from cleaning, to screening to registering any attendance 
in the facility and so much more while also dealing with being extremely short staffed. Pre-
pandemic, the Operations team had 11 staff plus a team of 7 custodians. During the past year the 
team dropped to 5 people and 2 custodians. However, reliance on God’s strength and 
endurance got the team through it.  

With the restart of in person worship in August, a new system, Planning Centre, was purchased to 
handle all the registrations for Sunday services. (This system is also now used in service planning 
and volunteer scheduling.) Registration for Sunday services and a check-in system were required 
to comply with mandates set forth by the Diocese of Toronto. Those without internet access 
were able to call the office where Emmanuel Tsang assisted those parishioners. Emmanuel’s 
heart to serve was clearly demonstrated as he took the time to speak with each person. Many 
people were feeling isolated due the pandemic and his brief chat with them made them know 
they are a part of the St. Paul’s community.  

Also with the start of in person worship, Emmanuel was given the task of preparing the Sunday 
screen decks/slides known as ProPresenter. He is responsible for producing all the text on 
screen, both in the Sanctuary and online. Each week he carefully prepares the decks/slides for 
the 9:30 am and 11 am services ensuring all people gathered for worship can join in. 

Daphne Polo was hired as the Ministry Administrative Specialist in September. Daphne’s 
responsibilities included managing compliance with COVID protocols and organizing all the 
volunteers required for services. This included coordinating Sunday service registration and the 
check-in process required under the Diocese of Toronto. As protocols have been lifted and the 
facility reopens, Daphne will now be assisting the music ministries as well as being the welcoming 
presence at the front desk Monday- Thursday. 

In October, Patricia Budimir retired after 14 faithful years of service as the Financial Assistant. Her 
dedication to serving in this ministry was demonstrated when she volunteered to come back in 
April for a month to cover off a vacancy created due to circumstances beyond our control.  
St. Paul’s Bloor Street owes an immense thank you to her. The best blessings are prayed for her 
in her (now permanent) retirement. Thank you Patricia! 

Our Communications Coordinator also changed this past year. Laura Abucater was hired in July 
2021 and is responsible for all social media, Community News and website content. Plans are also 
in progress to launch a new website and branding for St. Paul’s in the fall of 2022. As the 
pandemic has changed the way people attend church, websites are quickly becoming the “front 
door” to churches. The importance of an engaging and easy accessible website has increased 
tremendously. 
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Over the year, St. Paul’s required numerous repairs for its upkeep. The stained-glass windows 
had been vandalized, roofing repairs needed to be done as well as the annual fire safety 
inspection to name a few things. Noel Kane, our Property Manager left at the end of September, 
and we welcomed Kevin Resaul as the new Property Manager in May. Frank Varela assumed 
some of the duties of Property Manager in Noel’s absence and we are thankful for his leadership. 
Also, being short-staffed Janet Earle with her engineering background, stepped in to assist the 
Operations team and help coordinate inspection and repairs. Janet acting in this capacity clearly 
demonstrates her servant attitude to assist where needed. May God bless Janet and Frank for all 
their work this past year!  

Our facility staff team members are now Frank Varela (Verger/Assistant Manager), Mai Kipper, 
Alex Rubi, Sherman Middleton and Moira Leonard (Custodians). Additional custodians will be 
hired in the coming year so the facility can be completely reopened. 

Our Information Technology (IT) area also had several changes which were required due to the 
pandemic. The world experienced an in increase in cyber attacks and St. Paul’s had to protect its 
vital network systems too. An improved firewall was installed and mercifully St. Paul’s has not 
suffered any successful attacks. Protecting the physical building required the installation of 
additional security cameras. The livestream service also required a significantly higher internet 
speed. These behind the scenes systems are absolutely critical to the ministry of  
St. Paul’s Bloor Street. 

As the spring season came and restrictions loosened for event rentals, inquiries for space 
bookings started to come in. Our first booking after lockdown was Havergal College for their 
Founder’s Day Service in April. The Sanctuary once again was filled, this time with 1,000 school 
girls. In May we welcomed Beril Karasahin to the Operations teams as our Events Coordinator. 
Beril’s previous experience plus working together with Omari Alonzo (Executive Chef), will aid in 
developing a plan to attract past clients back and look for ways to engage new clients. The 
income from event rentals has greatly impacted the budget for the past three years. We are 
confident we can rebuild this hospitality ministry and earn this vital income. 

During the pandemic, The Rev’s Kitchen was created to help fund meals provided to local 
shelters: Sanctuary and Redeemer’s Common Table drop-in program. Every week Omari has 
prepared nearly 300 meals for these two shelters. 

The Finance department has undergone several changes this past year but the commitment to 
be faithful and precise in all accounting matters has remained the same. Options of ways to 
donate have been tried – some successful, some not. At Christmas 2021, a QR code was made 
readily available for people to donate from their phone as they sat in the pew. This contribution 
method has been successful. Plans are in progress to have “Tap to Give” available in the Atrium 
in the fall of 2022. Managing all these forms of contributions is Crescha Walters. Crescha joined 
us in April as our Bookkeeper and has been a blessing to have in the office. 

The ministry year ended in June. with saying “Good-bye!” to Hilary Wilson. Hilary had been part 
of the ministry for the past five years. She served in several roles and was most recently the 
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Executive Assistant. Her sense of humour, honesty and willingness to help where she can is 
missed. God bless Hilary as she starts a new chapter in her life. With Hilary’s departure we 
welcomed Samantha Indrakumaran to the Operations team as the new Executive Assistant. 

Flexibility and adaptability have been key for the 2021-2022 ministry year. There have been 
many transitions in the Operations team but they always came together and supported each 
other. It’s an honour to be part of such a gifted and supportive team. They are an incredible 
group of people and God has brought us all to work together for His honour and glory alone. 

 
Ingrid Suld 
Director of Operations 

 

Outreach and Pastoral Ministries 
Outreach 

Advent Ask: Our Advent Ask in 2021 was in support of the Nyakanazi Nursery School, Diocese of 
Biharamulo, Tanzania. The goal was to raise $30,000 in order to help them expand their nursery 
school and add a breakfast program. Thanks to the immense generosity of the congregation, we 
raised over $75,000! We partnered with Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) Canada in order to send 
the money to Tanzania in a manner acceptable to Canadian charitable tax law.  

As a local outreach opportunity we asked the congregation to consider donating blood to 
Canadian Blood Services with the St Paul’s team. CBS has experienced a steep drop in blood 
donations over the pandemic, and all donations are gratefully received. This opportunity remains 
open. 

We also asked the congregation to fill “Reverse Advent Bags” with essential items for people 
who are street-involved. Over 200 bags were donated and sent to Yonge Street Mission to be 
distributed. Thank you for your generosity! 

Coldest Night of the Year: In February 2022 a team from St Paul’s participated in the Coldest 
Night of the Year walk in support of Yonge Street Mission, and raised over $5,000. 

Meal Deliveries: During COVID our chef, Omari Alonzo, has been cooking 225 individual meals 
weekly which are delivered by SPBS volunteers to our ministry partners: Sanctuary Ministries 
Toronto, and the Church of the Redeemer’s meal program “The Common Table”. This ministry 
continues and we are grateful to all volunteers, Omari, and all who continue to contribute to 
God’s work through SPBS, enabling this vital ministry. 

Refugee Resettlement: In fall 2021 a Refugee Committee was established to explore 
sponsoring another refugee family at St Paul’s. This initiative was approved by the Board of 
Trustees in April 2022, and in June 2022 fundraising began. The goal is to raise $40,000 by the 
end of summer 2022 to sponsor a family of up to 5 people in the fall/winter of 2022/23. St Paul’s 
has also submitted an application for sponsorship for a Venezuelan refugee, and we are currently 
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waiting for him to be approved as a refugee by the Canadian government (a process that can 
take months to years). 

Ride for Refuge: In October 2021 a team from St Paul’s pulled out their bikes or walking shoes, 
and did the Ride for Refuge in support of refugee ministry at St Paul’s, and raised over $6,000. 
Thank you for your generosity! 

Winchester Group: The Winchester Group has continued meeting online over the past year. 
Led by Shelley Tidy, their purpose is to build community and serve others using their creative 
gifts. They knit and sew items for Mooreland’s Kids and the Pikangikum First Nation. In 2022 they 
also raised donations in support of Ukrainian refugees fleeing the war in Europe. Anyone is 
welcome to join regardless of skills. 

Worship 

Livestreamed Services: In response to COVID-19, our services have continued and evolved 
over the past year as we adjusted to livestreaming and the different technologies now available 
to us. We re-introduced the common cup at Communion during Easter 2022 and have continued 
offering it since then. There has been a strong effort over the past year to rebuild many of the 
worship teams, including our wine administrants, intercessors, readers, and greeters. If you are 
interested in any of these roles, please contact Karen Isaacs. 

Much thanks to Doug Romanow and the Creative Arts Team for their hard work on the 
livestream and in-service A/V technology, and to the Chancel Guild as they have adapted to new 
ways of doing things! 

Compline: Karen Isaacs has continued the weekly recorded service of Compline (Night Prayer) 
that began in April 2020. It airs on Wednesday evenings at 7 pm on YouTube. This quiet and 
meditative service generally follows the rhythm of the Church calendar year or the preaching 
series. It has continually attracted between 5-10 people watching “live” each week, with an 
average of 50-80 views total over the course of the week.  

Pastoral 

Funerals: In-person funerals have resumed as the pandemic has eased.  

Pastoral Care: Pastoral care has continued mostly online and over the phone over the past year 
due to the constraints of the pandemic, with more in-person conversations gradually becoming 
possible in spring 2022. We held a Mental Health Webinar in February 2022 with Beth Anne 
Fisher as the presenter. The focus was on the integration of spiritual and mental health, and it 
was well received. GriefShare and DivorceCare programs have been running constantly with the 
leadership of Nancy Truscott and the Health Facilitator Team, who do excellent behind-the-
scenes work! 

Prayer: There are a number of avenues for personal prayer at St Paul’s. A confidential email 
Prayer Chain continues to be available for those who would like prayer, administered by Kirk 
Vandezande. It currently has about 25 members on it. Since the pandemic started, a monthly 
prayer gathering has continued over Zoom, facilitated by Maggie Norman. It is faithfully 
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attended by 8-12 people, and the needs of St Paul’s, the world, the church, and personal needs 
are all prayed for. Under the leadership of the Rev. Steve Shaw, confidential after-service prayer 
has resumed with a team of trained intercessors meeting individuals desiring prayer in St Paul’s 
Chapel. 

I am grateful for all the many ways God has shown himself faithful through the generosity and 
faithfulness of the people of St Paul’s in all of these ministries. 

 

(The Rev.) Karen Isaacs 
Associate Priest 

 

Youth Ministry 
As with St. Paul’s many other ministries, 2021–22 has been for Youth Ministry a season of 
transition and rebuilding. In-person gatherings resumed at a time when families were re-
establishing routines still in the midst of concern over transmission of COVID. Despite the 
challenges, however, Sunday-morning and Wednesday-evening gatherings were maintained, 
and we continue to provide teaching through a variety of media, lead worship, prayer and games. 
The teaching has paralleled that of the main services, following the set sermon-series and the 
E100 reading program. We give thanks to God, who, I think, especially through Bishop Jenny’s 
leadership, inspired parents to encourage their youth to attend YM in any form it took over the 
past year! 

We were able, for the first time in three years, to have a Confirmation Service in which over 20 
youth were confirmed. To prepare our confirmands, we hosted a 10-week series featuring 
Alpha’s Youth program. Each week in the Great Hall, we enjoyed pizza and fellowship, worship, 
teaching, and thoughtful conversation. The highlight of the series (and probably of the whole 
year) was our retreat up in Muskoka at Camp Mini-Yo-We, when we were able to learn about the 
work of the Holy Spirit. Thirty youth and leaders attended the retreat, and we had so much fun 
playing games, zip-lining, ropes-climbing, practicing archery, biking, as well as enjoying time 
devoted to pray and worship. For many of our youth, this was their first youth retreat, and by all 
accounts is was a special experience. Many thanks to all those who give to St. Paul’s in order to 
provide youth with opportunities like these. 

The Youth Music program was weakened by the pandemic, but continued with a handful of 
dedicated youth, providing worship for our Wednesday evenings. Jeush Stanly, who this year 
graduates from the Youth Music program, has successful transitioned into being a faithful and 
valuable member of the contemporary service’s music team. As of September, however, the 
Youth Music has begun again in person with renewed vigour. We have 7 new members meeting 
at 5 pm on Wednesdays, learning to lead worship for our Wednesday evening Youth Group. 

Throughout the year, COVID posed challenges for in-person gathering. During summer 2021, we 
were still meeting on Zoom on Sundays and getting together in local parks on Wednesdays.  
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In September 2021 we finally were able to meet again together indoors (of course, abiding by all 
current health guidelines). Due COVID precautions, the beloved Youth Room couldn’t be used 
on Sundays and therefore we gathered in the Great Hall. On Wednesdays throughout the fall we 
met down at St. George-by-the-Grange. In January, the omicron variant for a time forced us 
back onto Zoom, but we were back in person in February, and, thanks to our Operations team 
and custodial staff, we were able to meet on Wednesdays at St. Paul’s in the Great Hall.  

During my tenure as youth pastor, God has always provided our YM with a team of gifted and 
enthusiastic leaders. DeAndrea Yeates continues as pastor to our junior youth. Gabby Jemmott, 
one of youth alumni, was with us throughout the year as a participant in diocese’s Youth Ministry 
Apprenticeship Program (YMAP). Don McKellar, Rumbi Mugwagwa, and Maddy Kennedy were 
our intrepid volunteers.  

We were also excited to welcome Dylan Ziegler, a PhD student in theology at Trinity College, into 
the new role of Youth Ministry Assistant. Dylan has brought his considerable learning and past 
experience in youth ministry in all kinds of invaluable ways. As I (Ian) discerned over the course of 
2021–22, after six years, my time as youth pastor should come to an end, Dylan’s arrival seemed 
providential. I couldn’t be happier he is taking over leadership of YM, with his easy-going, 
confidence, deft organizational abilities, and sophisticated teaching. I know he will continue to 
champion the reading of scripture, prayer, and worship through music, all while creating a fun, 
relaxed, and welcoming atmosphere for youth.  

 

Ian Koiter 
Youth Minister & Director of Music (Contemporary)   
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